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Spiritual Warfare Sep 30 2022 In his powerful examination of spiritual warfare, Richard Ing discusses the rulers and
hierarchies of the demonic kingdom. For instance, he reveals the Jezebel and Ahab spirits that plague today's churches,
destroying even the most effective ministries through controlling women and passive men.Discover how to overcome Satan's
insidious tactics by learning the techniques and strategies available in your full arsenal of weapons, including: The proper use
of binding and loosing The anatomy of a deliverance Satan's legal rights Spiritual war games Winning spiritual strategies
Victorious spiritual warfare is possible only as the Holy Spirit empowers individuals in the body of Christ.
Unbreak Me Jun 03 2020 New Adult contemporary romance. Due to sexual content and heavy subject matter, this book is
intended for mature readers. "If you're broken, I'll fix you..." I'm only twenty-one and already damaged goods. A slut. A failure.
A disappointment to my picture-perfect family as long as I can remember. I called off my wedding to William Bailey, the only
man who thought I was worth fixing. A year later, he's marrying my sister. Unless I ask him not to... "If you shatter, I'll find
you..." But now there's Asher Logan, a broken man who sees the fractures in my façade and doesn't want to fix me at all. Asher
wants me to stop hiding, to stop pretending. Asher wants to break down my walls. But that means letting him see my ugly
secrets and forgiving him for his. With my past weighing down on me, do I want the man who holds me together or the man
who gives me permission to break?
Torn Sep 18 2021 For fans of Colleen Hoover and Sylvia Day, a passionately intense love story about two people with battered
souls who are thrust together unexpectedly, leaving a profound impact on each other’s lives. The first book in the Torn Series.
Chloe hasn’t had the easiest childhood. With a mother who was absent most of the time, she practically had to raise herself.
Determined to start a new life and leave her demons behind, she heads to West Virginia University with her best friends Amber
and Logan. On the first day of classes, she spots a student who takes her breath away. Drake is a pierced, tattooed bad boy, and
no matter how hard she tries to fight it, he’s all she can think about. Drake has never cared about anyone other than himself,
but when Chloe grabs the empty seat next to him in class, he is instantly drawn to her. Drake is left wondering whether this girl
can take his cold, womanizing heart and alter him forever. Developing feelings for each other was never a part of their plan,
and when it happens, things do anything but fall into place. Long-hidden emotions are revealed and friendships are tested to
the brink as Chloe and Drake become helplessly entwined in each other’s love.
Beneath Beautiful May 03 2020 When a handsome stranger approaches Cassie Tavington in Paris's beautiful P�re Lachaise
cemetery, she has no idea who he is. It doesn't take long to find out. A whispered name from a passerby shocks her into the
realisation that it's Cameron Callahan, high-profile modern artist, who she's busy showing around the cemetery.Mortified,
Cassie runs, but Cameron soon tracks her down. He's intent on having Cassie sit for him, but Cassie isn't sure. His provocative
sculptures are often in the media, which isn't somewhere that Cassie, the daughter of a politician, should be.But there's no
denying the attraction between the pair, and Cassie soon finds herself in a strange whirlwind of a relationship. Between Paris,
London and New York, Cassie finds sitting for an artist isn't as simple as it seems. There's much to contend with-including
Cameron's ex-girlfriend, Plum, her own father, and her new love interest, James.With the clock ticking down to the opening of
Cameron's new exhibition, Cassie must struggle to decide just how much of herself she can give over to Cameron and his
sculpture while still remaining whole.
Thirty Seconds to Die Sep 06 2020 Lexi Flynn thought she could hide from her dreams. She thought her fears were all in her
imagination. She couldn't imagine that after everything she'd been through, she could fall in love. She was wrong. An ancient
society, one extraordinary letter, and the secret Alexandra Flynn would die for - again - to protect. For Lexi, life had always
been - normal. But it only took one moment to change everything. Her life quickly becomes the opposite of normal when Ren
Miller moves to the small community where she lives. Mysterious, handsome, and dangerously charming, Lexi discovers Ren is
no stranger. They've met before - in another life. When Ren pulls her into his bizarre world of past lives and secret societies, all
bets are off. They become the targets of the Sentori, an ancient, secret society who believes it must protect the sanctity
humankind by killing those like Lexi and Ren, those who are reborn. In an effort to protect Ren from the Sentori, Lexi is forced
to enlist the aid of the most unlikely of all allies. Her decision ignites a series of events that lead to a heartbreaking decision
and a devastating conclusion. If your life was all you had to give, wouldn't you give it to save the only person you ever loved?
THIRTY SECONDS TO DIE draws the reader deeply into a story of danger and flight, of love and hate, and of the extraordinary
power of the spirit - human or otherwise.
The Practical CIO Nov 01 2022 The IT executive's ultimate handbook for survival in a rapidly changing economy The Practical
CIO: A Common Sense Guide for Successful IT Leadership provides needed advice for modern executives competing in a
challenging global environment. Proactively establish goals for IT Hold all vendors accountable Extract maximum value from
existing IT investments Manage and market the IT brand Build relationships up, down and sideways across the enterprise and
beyond its traditional boundaries Act like a CEO Brimming with interviews and case studies from leading global enterprises
such as Microsoft, Prudential, Citigroup, Chiquita Brands, Smithfield Foods and West Marine. The Practical CIO is designed for
clear-eyed IT and C-level executives with no patience for hype or overly optimistic visions of a "better tomorrow." Truly a
commonsense guide for successful IT leadership, this book delivers exactly the kind of hard-nosed, actionable advice that
executives urgently require.

The Outliers Nov 20 2021 Fiercely. Possessively. Crazily.Always. The love Finn and I share?It's the kind you can never recover
from. The kind you never WANT to recover from. That's why we'll do everything and anything to protect it. When my past
chases me all the way to The Outskirts, we have to make a choice. Let the past destroy our chance at future together or...bury it
deep in the swamp where it belongs.
Patriotic Duty Jul 05 2020 Newly divorced party girl Cara Reid just wants to have fun. Much too young to even be a divorcee,
she and her bestie, Miranda, set off to have fun and maybe a few casual hookups and live life. One night at a military bar, Cara
meets Riley Forrester, a hot Army soldier who makes her melt with one look of his deep ocean blue eyes. But Riley is only
staying the summer in California and then has to go back to Colorado when it's over. Cara tells herself he's just a summer fling
and is determined to enjoy herself and let him go once the summer is over. But when Riley receives orders he wasn't expecting,
she's forced to make a decision on whether she's going to be there for him when he gets back, or move on with her life. What
she wasn't expecting was to fall so hard for the beautiful soldier boy, and now she's faced with accepting her feelings or letting
him go. Contains adult content. For readers 18 and up.
National Union Catalog Apr 25 2022
Borden 2 Aug 30 2022 Book 2 and the final of the Borden series. I fell in love with a very bad man. Marcus Borden is that very
bad man, but I knew that already. I accepted it. I just didn't expect to be pulled into the darkness of the world he'd worked so
hard to hide from me. Now he's let me in and showed me what he's capable of - and it scares me. It scares me to think I'm in
love with a man that has enemies who would do anything to hurt me. And with a dark threat on the horizon, I need to ask
myself just how far I'm willing to go to be with him. And how deeply in love I am with him to accept his darkness.
Torrent (Free Dark Romance) Oct 08 2020 I was fifteen when I sent the love of my life to prison for a crime he didn't commit.
Back then Rafe was my brother's best friend and off-limits, but that didn't stop me from drooling over him. I've never forgotten
the guy whose green eyes made me weak in the knees. Rafe hasn't forgotten me either. Eight years later, I find him on my
doorstep with revenge on the mind. The twisted part of this story? I still want him, even though he's taken me to a private
island with no chance for escape. He says I've got eight years of misery to atone for, and every move he makes is designed to
shame and punish. But I'm wired for his methods, and instead of delivering retribution, his brutal touch lights us both on fire.
NOTE TO READERS: Torrent is a dark romance with kidnapping and other disturbing themes. Intended for mature readers. Not
for the faint of heart. You’ve been warned. Part 1 in the Condemned series. WHAT READERS ARE SAYING "This is a hard-to-putdown captive empowerment story, with the kind of offbeat cliffhanger you will never expect. It's as vicious and unpredictable
and rapid as a...well, a torrent. Brilliant!" ~ Pam Godwin, New York Times Bestselling Author "Torrent definitely ranks up there
within my top five favorite reads of 2014, thus far. It blew my mind out of the freaking Milky Way!" ~ Books Over Boys "Gemma
James owns the erotica genre with this twisted and dark tale." ~ Kathy Reads "Ms. James takes us on a wild, twisted, powerful
journey. Brutal and honest at times, you will not know where your heart will lie until the very end." ~ Shayna Renee's Spicy
Reads "This is a story of obsession, lust, love and revenge, and I loved every word. Gemma James has now become a 1-click
author for me." ~ Ellen (The Book Bellas) Keywords: Free romance series starters, free books, contemporary romance, erotic
romance, series, erotic romance series, suspense, romance series, dark romance,bad boy, bad boy romance, hot read, hot
romance,taboo romance, modern romance, sensual romance, something hot to read, edgy romance, seduction, seduction
romance, condemned free, torrent free, gemma james free, mystery romance, erotic romance books free, romantic suspense
books free, free adult romance, contemporary romance free, dark romance free, erotic books free, erotic romance books free,
romance books, new adult, BDSM, BDSM romance, fifty shades, free BDSM romance, sensual, alpha male, dominant male, hot
guy, racy, sexy, contemporary, long series, long romance series, captivating romance, hot romance, second chance love, loyalty,
bondage and spanking, rough sex, captive, captivity, action and adventure, gritty, brothers best friend, MMA fighter,
kidnapping romance, kidnapping books, kidnapping free books, free kidnapping romance, freebie, download, revenge, anti
hero, antihero, alpha hero, strong heroine, submissive heroine, dubcon, psychological, dark contemporary,criminal
underground, twisted, first free, free new adult, free steamy romance, free sexy romance,fiction for women, gemma james
books. If you like Gemma James, consider trying some of these other authors: Charlotte Byrd, Penelope Sky, Victoria Quinn,
Red Phoenix, J.A. Huss, W. Winters, Willow Winters, Pepper Winters, Pam Godwin, Skye Warren, Clarissa Wild, Aleatha Romig,
Anna Zaires, Kitty Thomas, Annika Martin, Lili Saint Germain, Tiffany Reisz, Annebel Joseph, Amelia Wilde, Meghan March,
Roxy Sloane, Lexy Timms, Stella Gray, Natasha Knight, Ella Miles, Erika Wilde, Chelle Bliss, Sawyer Bennett, Helen Hardt, Julia
Sykes, Lili Valenti, Jessica Hawkins, TK Leigh, Celia Aaron, Jennifer bene, Addison Cain
Promise Me Darkness May 15 2021 "He was my darkness and I was his light. We couldn't exist without each other." For me,
life was simple. I went to school and studied. I spent time with my friends and stayed out of trouble. I didn't drink or swear and
I only dated gentlemen. I was the typical good girl with a bright future. My world seemed perfect. But that was about to change.
Ryder Delaney was the one imperfection in my life. He was the bad boy, the black sheep, the one your mother always warned
you about. He had only one hard-and-fast rule: Don't fall in love. But some rules were meant to be broken. We were best
friends, inseparable since childhood despite our differences. I knew the real man hiding behind the tattoos and bad attitude.
He knew all my secrets and dreams. But he didn't know there was one thing I wanted and couldn't have--him. But sometimes
Fate has a way of intervening. Soon our world collapsed. War erupted. Darkness prevailed. Alone and on the run, our only goal
was to survive and to ignore the feelings we had for each other. But love is powerful . . . and so is the darkness.
Dragon Mates Jul 17 2021 The pirate Fisk is on the loose with a dangerous artifact and Seth, Livia, Gowan and their dragon
friends must get it back. The very future of not just their land, but all people everywhere, is at stake. They'll dodge pirates, bar
fights, and undue interest from unsavory characters to fulfill their mission. And the dragons will risk everything to help. But at
the end of the day, will the blind dragon be able to come to terms with his disability enough to embrace the future-and the lovethat is waiting for him? Can he take Seth as his knight partner and Genlitha as his mate, solidifying the union between humans
and dragons? Or will it all fall apart, and evil prevail? Only the dragon knows...
Brawler Dec 22 2021 All men suck! They lie, cheat, and break women's hearts. I'd all but given up on relationships when I met
Ethan Harlow, a drop-dead gorgeous boxer at Kidd's Gym. He was sexy, muscular, tattooed, and talented. So, I decided to give
boxing - and men - one last try. My name is Jaz. I'm a boxer. This story is about my rise to fame, all the while doing the two
things I enjoyed more than anything on earth. F*cking and fighting. Along the way, however, I found out everything there is to
know about being loved. And my life will never be the same.
Deception Jan 23 2022 "When I was at my weakest and lowest, desperate and alone, he found me. Robert changed everything.
He gave me everything. He was every woman's dream--rich, powerful, and charming. He made me forget the fact that he's
twenty-four years my senior. He made me feel alive, and for the first time in my life, I was content. Until I met Cooper--his son."
-- from page [4] cover.
The Bad Girl and the Good Boy Apr 01 2020 "I'm Evelyn. Evelyn Jo. How about you, handsome?" A girl in her underwear
introduced herself to the clean-cut four-eyed Zavier Coin, grabbing his hand and making him blush - and life, as he knew it,
would never be the same. Dark hair, black ensembles, badass tattoos, and sporting the perpetual smirk - Evelyn Jo is the
ultimate bad girl. She does what she wants, whenever and wherever, and relishes defying authority. A real badass chick. Zavier
Coin, on the other hand, is the perfect good boy. He's nice, loves his mom, gets really good grades, a teacher's pet, and a
member of the Mathletes club. They are polar opposites and would probably have never met but for a wrecked car, a school fire,
a vindictive authority figure, and a funny twist of fate which landed Evelyn in the Coin home. But do opposites really attract?

And will friendship and love really beat all odds when faced with psycho bad boys, clueless buzzkill adults, and other seemingly
insurmountable odds? Will the bad girl and the good boy get along, become good friends, and perhaps... become something
more?
There's a Crack in Your Armor Feb 21 2022 Offers advice for utilizing the protective equipment provided by God in the
spiritual struggles of life.
Eight Days a Week Nov 08 2020 Andrew Lyons has been running from responsibility his entire life. Returning home after a
couple of years abroad, he finds himself jobless and living in close quarters with a sister he can barely tolerate. At her request,
he searches for a job on Craigslist, but finds a room for rent instead. Or so he thinks. Gwen Stone is in a lurch. With a new
promotion at work and two young children at home, she's in dire need of a caretaker. When Andrew shows up on her doorstep,
she thinks he may be exactly what she's looking for. When she offers him the job, he's more than interested and she's confident
she's made the right choice. It shouldn't be awkward at all. But Andrew isn't exactly forthcoming about his intentions, and
Gwen has some secrets she's unwilling to share. When the mom and the "manny" don't have a clue what they're doing, things
are bound to get messy. What do you get with two kids who don't know how to be kids, a man who never grew up, Beatles Rock
Band, and hundreds of hours of kids' TV? A very interesting job, indeed. But when emotions get in the way, there's more at
stake than just an occupation.
Buttons and Hate Jun 27 2022 "I'm working off my buttons. But I'm also giving them away. The more I fall for Crow, the more I
want him to do the things that I want. Dinners, dates, and evenings at the beach. Everything comes at a price, and quickly the
hoard of buttons I worked hard to earn are depleted. Will this go back and forth forever? Or will someone run out of their
buttons first?"--Back cover.
If I Break Dec 10 2020 This is not your typical happily ever after... Lauren Brooks wants to do three things: Escape the small
town she grew up in, get accepted to her dream school in Chicago, and graduate without drowning in debt. Now she's working
her ass off to do just that. With a full course load and a waitressing job at one of the hottest night clubs in Chicago, she does
not have time for distractions;namely ones who only want to get into her pants. She's been burned before. Only a fool goes for a
second round.. With just two semesters left until graduation, everything's on track. Until she meets Cal. Enter distraction. At
six-foot-two, with ebony hair, deep grey eyes, and a smile that could only hide an agenda, she knows he's trouble. And for the
first time in her life, a little trouble might be just what she needs. No what she wants. It isn't like she'd ever marry the guy.
Until she does. What she thinks will be her happily ever after, is only the beginning. Cal has a secret. One that makes loving
him come with a price, and being his wife cost more than she bargained for.
My Madder Fatter Diary Aug 06 2020 RAE'S BACK! But now it's 1990. The Berlin wall is down and the Happy Mondays are up,
really up, but the new decade's brought new mortifications for Rae Earl and she's MADDER and FATTER than ever. About to
enter the most important year of her life - her actual bloody A Level year - everyone expects her to concentrate on schoolwork
but how can she when Haddock's backside is still a national treasure and revision at home is just NOT HAPPENING! It's hell
outside the house too, if hell was in Stamford, Lincolnshire, and punishment for sins was a fiery eternity of awkwardness. In My
Madder Fatter Diary, Rae reveals her real-life teenage diary once again, transporting us to a Britain instantly recognisable to
those who remember Bryan Adams at the top of the charts and anybody who's been eighteen and agonisingly embarrassed by
EVERYTHING. It's wet-your-knickers hilarious. It's blub-your-eyes-out sad. It's the touching, romantic, MAD, FAT story of what
happened next.
How Not to Be Seduced by Dukes Feb 09 2021 At 34 years old, Rathe Wellesley, a powerful and gorgeous billionaire nobleman,
has his life all planned out – or so he thinks until he meets Mary, a lovely but socially awkward genius who is nothing like his
future duchess should be. Raised by a crazed and oppressive stepfather, 18-year-old Mary Ashton finds herself swept off her
feet by the duke and tossed out of her home for daring to kiss a man before marriage. By choosing to be with Rathe, Mary's life
is completely transformed, leading an ordinary life as a college student during the day…and living the glamorous and
passionate life as the duke's mistress at night. It's not the life she's dreamt of but the look in Rathe's eyes keeps Mary from
leaving. It's a look that tells her maybe, just maybe he could fall in love with her, too.
Promise Me Light Jun 15 2021 A USA Today bestseller The epic conclusion of New York Times bestselling book Promise Me
Darkness... "I'm darkness, Maddie. Stay away from men like me. You'll only get hurt." At one time my life was simple. Easy. But
that was before the war. Now I was no longer an average college student. I was a survivor. A woman living in a ravaged world.
My future was not bright and my life was far from perfect. The war had taken so much from me... but it wasn't finished yet. It
wanted more. It wanted my heart. My soul. The one person I couldn't live without. It wanted Ryder Delaney. My best friend. The
bad boy. The one person who could fight like no other and love me like no one else. He was the father of my baby. I watched
him walk away one hot summer day and I prayed he would return. I needed him like I needed air to breathe and water to drink.
Without him I was lost. A light without her darkness. Until he returns, I'll wait for him. And I believe he will return because
love is powerful... And so is the light calling him home.
The Consequences of Sin Apr 13 2021 When the sun disappeared, the world was cast in shadows, hiding the evil that lay in
wait. When it was dark, I hunted. The shadows caressed my body as I did things I could never do in the light of day. Eighteenyear-old Bree Bowen has spent her entire life training and working as one of her father's assassins. Fear has kept her and her
best friend, Wes, under her father's thumb--until now. When Wes takes matters into his own hands, securing Bree a new
identity and a plane ticket to America, he gives her the one chance she's been desperately seeking. Learning to live a new life
isn't easy. Add in her new roommate, Reid, who just happens to be a stripper, and things start to get a little crazy. Falling for a
man has never been part of her plan, but she can't seem to stay away from Reid. When Bree's past comes crashing back into
her life, secrets that she's fought to keep hidden are revealed, and she's forced to choose between Reid and the life she could
have with him, or Wes, the one man who has always loved her unconditionally. Regardless of her choice, she must learn the
consequences of sin.
Twisted Aug 18 2021 Cayden Rivers wants nothing more than to be normal, but we don't always get what we want. For years he
has been hiding a secret, afraid of being labeled a "freak." Every day he goes to school, plays football, spends time with his
girlfriend, and helps carry his drunken adopted father to bed. Nobody knows the truth about his unnatural speed and strength,
including his life-long friend Camilla. Suddenly, four strangers enter Cayden's life, and not only do they know his secret, they
also have one of their own. With their help, Cayden discovers there is more to his power, something much more dangerous.
Something other people will kill to possess. Camilla Marchetti wishes her parents were around more. She gets lonely sleeping
in her big empty house night after night. Sure, she has all the money she could ever need, but the only person who is there for
her is Cayden. He has his own family and a girlfriend who takes up most of his time, so Camilla knows he won't be there for her
forever, and recently he's been acting really strange. Will Cayden be able to keep his secret and his friendship with Camilla, or
will his new found power destroy everything, including his own life? Switching between Cayden and Camilla's point of view,
Twisted will leave you aching for more.
My Life Undecided Mar 13 2021 PLEASE READ THIS! MY LIFE DEPENDS ON IT! Okay, maybe that was a bit melodramatic, but
I'm sorry, I'm feeling a bit melodramatic at the moment. Here's the deal. My name is Brooklyn Pierce, I'm fifteen years old, and
I am decisionally challenged. Seriously, I can't remember the last good decision I made. I can remember plenty of crappy ones
though. Including that party I threw when my parents were out of town that accidentally burned down a model home. Yeah, not
my finest moment, for sure. But see, that's why I started a blog. To enlist readers to make my decisions for me. That's right. I

gave up. Threw in the towel. I let someone else decide which book I read for English. And whether or not I accepted an
invitation to join the debate team from that cute-in-a-dorky-sort-of-way guy who gave me the Heimlich maneuver in the
cafeteria. (Note to self: chew the melon before swallowing it.) I even let them decide who I dated! Well, it turns out there are
some things in life you simply can't choose or have chosen for you—like who you fall in love with. And now everything's more
screwed up than ever. But don't take my word for it. Read the book and decide for yourself. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll
scream in frustration. Or maybe that's just me. After all, it's my life.
Tainted May 27 2022 Part One: Facing My Demons Drake lost everything the day Chloe walked away from him. Feeling angry
and hurt by her abandonment, he dives deeper into his cocaine use. Each day becomes a struggle for him. After his band is
picked up by a recording studio in Los Angeles, things go from bad to worse. What happens to a man who has lost everything he
ever truly cared about? Part Two: Learning to Love Again When Drake showed up on Chloe's doorstep, begging for forgiveness,
she couldn't turn him away. To Chloe, loving Drake is like breathing and she couldn't bring herself to let him go again. But
what happens next? Follow Chloe and Drake as they learn to forgive and heal together. Will Drake's fame get in the way of their
happily ever after? Or is love enough to keep them together? The epic conclusion to Drake and Chloe's story.
What the Millionaire Wants... Jul 29 2022 High-stakes passion It was the ultimate gamble. Laura Spencer had bet herself
against tycoon Jackson Hawk's plan to take over her New Orleans hotel. If she failed to raise fifteen million dollars within thirty
days, Laura would soon find herself at Jack's mercy. And in his arms. But had the businessman agreed to the wager because he
wanted Laura? Or because if he won, Jack knew no one else would have her?
Flight of Magpies Mar 25 2022 Danger in the air. Lovers on the brink. With the justiciary understaffed, a series of horrifying
occult murders to be investigated, and a young student flying off the rails, magical law enforcer Stephen Day is under
increasing stress. And the strain is starting to show in his relationship with his aristocratic lover, Lord Crane. Crane chafes at
the restrictions of England's laws, and there's a worrying development in the blood-and-sex bond he shares with Stephen. A
development that makes a sensible man question if they should be together at all. Then a devastating loss brings the people he
most loves into bitter conflict. Old enemies, new enemies, and unexpected enemies are painting Stephen and Crane into a
corner, and the pressure threatens to tear them apart... Book 3 of the Charm of Magpies series.
Twisted Ties Oct 20 2021 Two years ago, Emma Preston walked away from Jesse Daniels. It is a decision she has regretted ever
since. Plagued with the knowledge that Ally’s lies tore them apart, Emma enlists Jesse’s former best friend, Andy, to help her
search for him. When he left California, Jesse was determined to start over in West Virginia with his mother. Now, the past is
determined to catch up with him—first, with the appearance of Ally, and when Emma and Andy come back into his life. Just
when Emma thinks she’s found Jesse, a dark secret and misunderstandings force them apart before they can even reconnect.
Jesse is torn between his love for Emma and protecting his childhood friend, Ally. Ally has an agenda of her own, and she’s not
about to let Emma get in her way—even if that means getting rid of her…permanently. Can Emma and Jesse’s relationship
survive all of their twisted ties?
Have I Told You Jan 11 2021 Caston Black has it all, according to the outside world. The owner of the best-selling gentlemen's
magazine, Black Hollywood, has good looks, fame, fortune, and a reputation that precedes him. He can have any woman he
wants, as long as he doesn't keep them. Caston sets his sights on Sabrina for his next Hollywood Sweetheart. Little does he
know he will find the woman to share his life, the one he is meant to keep forever. Sabrina Bennett has been in a mentally and
physically abusive relationship that has destroyed the beautiful, confident dancer who arrived at college three years ago. She
thinks the only good thing left in her life is her abusive boyfriend. Keeping her boyfriend happy is her number one priority, no
matter how impossible. She's been broken and molded into a frightened, unsure girl desperate to be worthy of love. Meeting by
chance one evening, sparks fly between Caston and Sabrina. Neither expected the feelings they bring out in each other. Trying
to have a normal relationship in their abnormal world is almost impossible, happiness is a new way of life for the lovers. They
want to move forward, but the past won't let go. Can Caston help Sabrina heal from her past abuse? Can Sabrina show Caston
he is as strong as he appears to be? When is the price of love too much? What do you do when the biggest threat to the person
you love is you? Warning: This book contains sexual encounters and graphic language that some readers may find
objectionable. Contains graphic material that is not suitable for anyone under the age of 18.
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